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Eye of the Serpent 1996

the second in the new aelwyn trilogy simce the timespell set them free yan tanafres and

teletha have wandered far seeking the lost city and secrets of the dark ones but now yan s

quest is interrupted by war for the land of kolvin is besieged in the slaughter that sweeps

across the land teletha must prove herself a warrior and yan will face the greatest test of any

mage

Shadowrun Legends: Find Your Own Truth 2019-12-23

desperate times he was only a beginner shaman but sam verner had to find a cure to break

the curse on his sister only something of great magic would do the trick it was this quest that

took him to a mystical citadel in australia where with the aid of his shadowrunner friends he
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recovered a strange artifact he hoped would prove helpful desperate measures but instead of

anything that even remotely resembled help an unexpected and ancient terror was released a

terror that erupted into a shadow war for dominion over an awakened earth and while the evil

kept growing inexorably drawing him into battle the curse s power over his sister was also

growing bringing her closer and closer to death soon a truly desperate sam realized that the

last and only hope for saving his sister was to find the greatest shaman of the sixth world

former leader of the great ghost dance a man who may no longer exist

Shadowrun Legends: Never Deal With a Dragon 2010-06-20

where man meets magic and machine the year is 2050 the power of magic and the creatures

it brings have returned to the earth and many of the ancient races have re emerged elves

orks mages and lethal dragons find a home in a world where mana technology and human
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flesh have melded into deadly urban predators and the multinational mega corporations that

run the world hoard the only thing of real value information for sam verner living in the womb

of the renraku conglomerate was easy until his sister disappeared and the façade of the

corporate reality began to disintegrate now he wants out but to extract himself he has to slide

like a whisper through the deadly shadows the corporations cast into a completely different

world where his first wrong move may be his last the world of shadowrun

Shadowrun Legends: Beyond the Pale 2018-11-17

one wrong move could be his last in the mission given him by the dragon dunkelzahn ryan

mercury promises to deliver the magical dragon heart safely to the metaplanes where thayla

and her song are all that defend the earth against the onslaught of the enemy but when the

protector of the world is swallowed by the chasm all hope for the future disappears with her
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now nothing stands between humanity and the greatest scourge the planet has ever known

and if he falls the sixth world falls with him the enemy bears unlimited power all of it evil with

thayla destroyed and the metaplanes unprotected the enemy s army of flesh shredding beasts

is about to lay waste to the world as the ultimate battle is waged between the forces of good

and evil ryan and his dauntless shadowrunners have only two options total victory or certain

destruction

Shadowrun: The Complete Frame Job 2019-12-05

five runners one job and a whole lot of trouble it should have been a simple walk in the corp

stroll into a mid level corporation disguised as a nameless mid level manager in a suit deliver

an unknown data package to an isolated network and stroll out again but nothing is ever

simple in the shadows now five shadowrunners are on the run themselves framed by their
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employer the mysterious mr johnson and marked for termination by every hired cop corp

security man and shadowrunner in seattle the team must find out who set them up why they

did it and figure out how to deliver their payback without getting killed in the process the

complete frame job is the collected six novella story set in the gritty dark future magic and

machine world of shadowrun

BattleTech: Land of Dreams 2022-07-19

return in triumph or not at all two thousand light years from terra two brothers leave behind

the shattered dreams of their father the great general aleksandr kerensky for a second time

war drives them into the dark and cold of the void as the raging conflict engulfs the pentagon

worlds and the nascent star league in exile for nearly fifteen years on the world of strana

mechty the land of dreams andery kerensky has watched his elder brother nicholas shape an
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all new society of warriors that follows their ilkhan with near religious fanaticism and despite

the costs already paid in blood for that transformation andery knows the worst is yet to come

for nicholas will stop at nothing to mold his followers into something never before seen in

human history and all with one singular goal to return to the pentagon worlds and punish

those that destroyed their father s dream can andery continue to be his brother s conscience

even as nicholas final hammer blows forge the clans into the great and terrible society it is

poised to become or will the titanic assault of operation klondike and the clans return to the

pentagon worlds shatter what nicholas has built entirely and just how far will andery let

nicholas go to pursue his zealous quest of a united clan homeworlds
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BattleTech: Riptides 2023-01-13

a new era is dawning the illician lancers a mercenary outfit with centuries of honorable

tradition yet somehow always missing the limelight especially recently after their mission

failure during the liberation of new syrtis in 3147 tarnished their once sterling reputation and

left them languishing on the capellan border can colonel luciana araya morales overcome the

shame of those events and restore the lancers to their former glory meanwhile as clan wolf

prepares for its invasion of the cradle of humanity ya el labov sakhan of the sea fox khanate

hunts for new opportunities in the currents wafting from terra rumors that the clan wolf khan is

using mercenaries as part of his attack plan set the wily sakhan s mind to spinning how can

he take advantage of this and make clan sea fox s star rise even further two people with very

different goals are about to embark on a shared mission that if successful will change much in
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the inner sphere and if they are not their alliance may be doomed to failure before it can even

begin

BattleTech: Visions of Rebirth 2021-10-27

the dream destroyed general aleksandr kerensky is dead the pentagon worlds are in flames

the dream of a star league in exile is over shattered by civil war amid the chaos nicholas

kerensky leads those who will follow him into a second exodus to the world of strana mechty

yet unlike his father nicholas kerensky must choose a different path he wants to do away with

all that was and create an entirely new order however the bounds of society that go back

millennia cannot be shed so easily resistance must be overcome and blood must be spilled

before nicholas dream can be achieved but without his brother andery s help the entire

venture is doomed before it even begins brothers however don t always share the same goals
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and as more aspects of civilization are purged in the relentless forging of this new society

andery fears the worst of human nature will arise can he find a way forward and stay by his

brother s side or will nicholas ultimate vision be realized as everything andery stands against

BattleTech Legends: Hunters of the Deep 2021-09-26

dissent from within sea fox clansmen are space bound nomadic warrior merchants who live

and die aboard their naval vessels going planetside only to negotiate a new deal or for

combat often the same thing for a fox divided into five autonomous khanates they are led by

the khan of clan sea fox their mission to make deals and acquire the revenue needed to

expand sea fox s honor glory and power for more than a decade ovkhan sha clarke has

watched his spina khanate achieve greater wealth and fame than any other a burning passion

drives him to free spina khanate from the shackles of clan sea fox no matter the cost fiercely
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loyal to clan sea fox ovkhan petr kalasa knows sha is plotting rebellion but even he cannot

guess the lengths to which the other ovkhan will go to achieve his goal attempting to stop his

rival he baits sha into a one on one duel the result is a disaster that vividly demonstrates how

much petr will have to sacrifice to put an end to sha s machinations yet his suspicions of sha

will not let him rest petr has lost one battle but as the clan as his witness he will not lose the

war

BattleTech Legends: Pandora's Gambit 2022-07-31

three sides to every war in 3069 the extremist word of blake group attacked the capital of the

free worlds league and declared its leader captain general thomas marik to be a fraud house

marik fell into disgrace and after eight centuries the free worlds league shattered three

captains general now vie to reunite the realm anson marik of the marik stewart commonwealth
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prides himself on possessing marik blood and seeks to rule on its strength lester cameron

jones of the regulan fiefs knows the marik bloodline is defunct only a new royal house can

resurrect the league jessica marik of the oriente protectorate is on a mission to redeem her

father s name the false thomas marik and the very man who helped destroy the league the

world of marik becomes a battleground as the three contenders prove they will go to any

lengths to further their causes but only jessica marik appears to remember that the free

worlds league was forged not through military might alone but also through alliances of trust

they will all find the price for their ambitions is higher than they could ever have imagined who

will be willing to pay to achieve their dream
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Shadowrun: Chaser 2020-05-13

streets on fire a vicious magical assault on a street gang isn t a case paranormal p i jimmy

kincaid would normally pick up but when a fellow private eye asks him to look into it and he

learns the gang was doing a charity run for a church a church jimmy knows quite well when

they were attacked his professional curiosity is raised but his investigation quickly leads to a

tangled maze of clues and dead ends someone or something is prowling the streets of

puyallup looking to incinerate whoever crosses their path and jimmy s got to find them and

stop them before the entire neighborhood goes up in flames but whoever s looking to light

innocent victims on fire made one mistake they re doing it in kincaid s backyard and jimmy s

never taken kindly to trespassers
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Shadowrun: Crocodile Tears 2020-07-17

fun and fear in the sun everything s irie in the caribbean what could be better than a week of

sun fun and parties at the bi annual caribbean league political conference in havana with

every shadowrunner pirate and low life in attendance looking for work what could possibly go

wrong and when the rastafarian troll shaman t ing and his crew are approached by an official

from haiti to investigate rumors involving their old enemies the dark voodoo kofo cult it looks

like an opportunity for payback and profit combined digging deeper however t ing and his

runners discover a genocidal plot that threatens the entire region possibly even resulting in an

all out shooting war between several major sixth world players there s nothing to do but round

up all their badass runner contacts light up a spliff and kick some ass but this run will take

them under the sea to a top secret covert lab where kofo cultists are hiding a weapon that
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could change the face of the entire caribbean and only t ing and his hard partying and even

harder charging crew stand in their way

Shadowrun: Shadow Dance 2020-01-24

the shadows of a man s past are long cole danvers is a small time shadowrunner scratching

out a living in the dangerous divided sprawl of denver colorado but when a lucrative heist to

steal an amerindian amulet goes terribly wrong costing him both his teammates and nearly his

life cole hits the streets intent on only one thing vengeance but as he tracks down the johnson

that sent him on this deadly mission cole quickly realizes he s stumbled onto a plot much

bigger than stealing a piece of jewelry and that it s somehow connected to his own shadowed

past soon he s sucked into machinations that involve native americans wily shamans and

impossibly himself and even sooner cole realizes he needs help to take down his enemies
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before he gets killed for real this time assembling a motley crew of shadowrunners using

every bit of guile and charisma he possesses cole sets out to solve the mystery of who tried

to double cross him and why and what if anything it has to do with his own murky background

but the answers may do more than just shock him before it s all over they may just be the

death of him

Shadowrun: The Frame Job 2019-07-25

the thrilling conclusion of the frame job series double crossed ambushed one and possibly two

megacorps out for their heads yu emu rude frostburn and zipfile have been through a lot in

the last few days their backs are against the wall and when that happens there s only one

thing left to do come out swinging or in rude s case shooting their recon and data gathering

has all paid off they know who to hit where to hit them and how now all they gotta do is
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infiltrate a heavily secure corp building in a busy business area of seattle in broad daylight

and bring it down from the inside and all that stands in their way is mr johnson himself corp

security and another hundred and one things that could go wrong and assuming they can pull

this mission off there s still the matter of the second johnson who hired them and who might

want to ensure there are no loose ends after this job will the frame job be the team s last one

or will they use everything they have to find a way to come out on top

Shadowrun: Tourist Trapped 2021-04-08

stranger in a strange land when what should have been a simple hack and grab heist in the

dallas metroplex goes terribly wrong shadowrunner gilabyte is advised by his mr johnson to

lay low for a while even take a trip out of town while is how the technomancer finds himself

relaxing in the far wilds of toronto at first the enforced vacation is pretty sweet plush digs
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plenty of nuyen and the entire city available for him to sample but then the lights go out and

they don t come back on the next day or the next within 3 days of the blackout it s every

person for themself as toronto starts to splinter apart gilabyte just wants to get back home but

finds himself making new allies and dubious deals in order to get safely out of town along the

way he uncovers clues to a larger conspiracy that affects him and his sprites directly and

could lead to all technomancers becoming a valuable and endangered species if the wrong

people get their hands on him

Shadowrun: Veiled Extraction 2020-09-28

blood is thicker than shadows jackpointer mage winterhawk hadn t planned to accompany the

expert team he d hired to study ley lines in boston s quarantine zone but he also hadn t

planned on a shocking and unexpected secret from his past catching up with him either when
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the trip inside the zone goes catastrophically wrong hawk finds himself alone in hostile

territory but his presence hasn t gone unnoticed his only way out is to do something a

shadowrunner is never ever supposed to do make a deal with a dragon faced with three

separate missions to complete and limited time to do them hawk needs allies fast he finds

them in unexpected places including his original target who needs a lot less rescuing than he

thought but she s also nothing like he expected and the complications she brings with her

jeopardizes their chances of escaping the zone alive

Shadowrun: The Frame Job, Part 2: Emu 2019-05-18

part two of the original shadowrun sixth world edition novella series five runners one job and a

whole lot of trouble now that the shadowrunning team knows they ve been double crossed by

one of the largest megacorps in the sixth world they ve got two jobs to do clear their name
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and deliver payback with a vengeance while hiding out on the outskirts of seattle aussie rigger

emu begins taking steps toward that exact plan by trying to find out who set them up with

knight errant but she s also got other problems juggling an outstanding mob debt and

handling a side courier run for a friend in exchange for intel on the corp johnson however

even the best laid plans can go wrong and emu has to find a way to accomplish all all three

jobs while staying one step ahead of her enemies and their bullets

Shadowrun: See How She Runs 2021-04-21

running for her life ridley ruiz is an ambitious teenager from a poor family but she s got

dreams of a bigger better life her courier service three mice running is succeeding beyond

anyone s expectations and she s able to share her success with her friends then one night at

a jabber changes all that ridley sees something she wasn t supposed to see and is given a
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package she isn t supposed to have after she makes the delivery to a dangerous person and

receives a handsome reward chance conspires against her and this one time event becomes

a deal with the devil with her family and friends on the line ridley is forced to go down a

dangerous path can she save her friends and deliver the package on time before competing

forces find her all while trying to keep this newest delivery from her own family ridley doesn t

know if she can but she knows she has to try

Shadowrun: Adversary 2020-01-13

a new shadowrun short story most awakened folks in the sixth world have mentor spirits to

help them navigate the vast often confusing world of magic many times the mage chooses a

spirit that compliments them and can help them out in tough situations and then there s jimmy

kincaid kincaid s never been one for taking the easy road and to say his life is complicated is
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like saying water s wet and when a simple trace job leads to a nest of humanis thugs that

have captured a metahuman hostage well the voice of his mentor spirit isn t whispering peace

and goodwill in the p i s ear because kincaid s mentor spirit is adversary and adversary just

wants to see the world burn will jimmy resist his mentor s siren call of death and destruction

or give in to those darker instincts and just level the entire place

Shadowrun: Identity: Crisis 2020-05-22

missing an entire life oliver martin had it all a beautiful fiancée and a great job at a corp he

helped build a perfect life but one morning he wakes up to discover he no longer exists

anywhere oliver no longer has a job a sin bank accounts or even a place to live in his

hometown of boston he s been wiped from the matrix entirely and a new identity has replaced

his own only this one s on lone star s most wanted list and oliver s usual morning meeting
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with the company he s been at for fourteen years turns into the first run of his life for his life

boston s mean streets hold the keys to oliver s fight to reclaim himself and discover who s

behind his redacted identity allying with a shadowrunner team that saves him proves to be the

vehicle he needs to uncover a conspiracy within the halls of mit t that could bring down the

corporate walls of boston and create more vanished innocents caught in an algorithm of greed

Shadowrun: The Frame Job 2019-05-01

the first shadowrun fiction set in the sixth world edition of the game five runners one job and a

whole lot of trouble it should have been a simple walk in the corp stroll into a mid level

corporation disguised as a nameless mid level manager in a suit deliver an unknown data

package to an isolated network and stroll out again but nothing is ever simple in the shadows

now five shadowrunners are on the run themselves framed by their employer the mysterious
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mr johnson and marked for termination by every hired cop corp security man and

shadowrunner in seattle the team must find out who set them up why they did it and figure out

how to deliver payback without getting killed in the process the frame job part 1 is the first in a

brand new six novella story set in the gritty dark future magic and machine world of

shadowrun

Shadowrun: Stirred 2020-08-18

no place for a hero jimmy kincaid burned out mage p i and the closest thing puyallup s got to

a hero has a lot on his plate these days simmering gang wars feuding mobsters missing

runaways magical power only as reliable as his stubborn sorcerous patron and well above his

usual pay grade an encrypted data file that s already cost him friends but that he can t even

access when the always dangerous troubles of the seattle sprawl deepen into a bloody
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conspiracy with ties to neighboring nations and inhuman powers he knows he s on the job of

his life facing the longest of long odds kincaid s all too aware that the house always wins

luckily he s not alone a man like jimmy can t walk these shadowed streets without making

enemies but he s made allies too with the help of his bounty hunting best friends an up and

coming shadowrunner team a former lone star detective who s short in stature but big in style

and his loyal albeit flighty ally spirit jimmy s stacked the deck in his favor maybe he s got a

shot after all maybe he can make it all work maybe he can find the right balance share the

right truths and make something good out of a whole lot of bad of course the problem with a

house of cards is it just takes one good hit to bring it all tumbling down
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Shadowrun: Under Pressure 2021-05-31

search and recover it should have been an easy job for tycho and his team travel to the sioux

nation in the region that was once the state of montana and investigate what happened to the

previous shadowrunning team that had gone up there to check out something but of course

things are never easy in the shadows and soon tycho and his fellow runners are up to their

eyeballs in double crosses and mysterious goings on including the seeming complete

disappearance of the previous shadowrunning team their search leads them to the wilds near

yellowstone where the answers they seek lie deep within the earth and uncover a secret that

if revealed could result in the complete destruction of the entire sixth world
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Shadowrun: Tower of the Scorpion 2019-10-23

beware the scorpion s sting rashida bint tariq bin feroze al nazari steals through the deadliest

shadows in the world dubai in the caliphate of arabia in a merciless land policed by the

caliphate guard under a government that exacts harsh penalties against any shadowrunner

rashida has to break into the saqr tower and get out with the intel she s getting paid to

retrieve hired to steal a black op software package from raqmu enterprises rashida calls on

her team of shadowrunners to help with the smash and grab and this run isn t just for the

nuyen the people behind raqmu enterprises killed rashida s family failure isn t an option but

death doesn t scare rashida a scorpion shaman she fights for her life every day against the

spirit that grants her the power to destroy her enemies but ultimately seeks to consume her

very essence amid the treacherous desert sands rashida must battle enemies within and
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without if she is going to survive

Shadowrun: Neat 2018-11-17

the meanest streets james kincaid is the type of guy who might be described as down on his

luck if only he d had some luck to begin with like so many people in the shadows of seattle he

s trying to get by with what he has in his case that includes a lively spirit a sadly diminished

magical talent quick wits and good knowledge of the twists and turns of the city s dingy

streets and back alleys he puts all that to the service of whatever clients he can dig up solving

whatever cases they re willing to pay him to take on with any luck he ll scrape up enough

nuyen to buy a round or two of his favorite drink whiskey neat his latest case seems simple

enough find a girl who s gone missing but throw in a couple of feuding megacorporations a

few organized crime families and a full selection of the odd denizens of seattle s streets and
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you ve got a case that s anything but easy it s up to kincaid to see how many people he can

keep alive including and especially himself

Shadowrun: DocWagon 19 2018-11-22

the life of a lifesaver docwagon saviors of the needy rescuers of the desperate willing to go

anywhere rescue anyone as long as that anyone has forked out enough cash to justify the

effort reporter amelia hart has embedded herself with a docwagon team to see what their life

is really like and she s in for a wild ride from an od ing celebrity to an aggressive team of

hackers from pesky gangs to an extremely rich and powerful client teetering at death s door

this night will give the team all they can handle but will they survive long enough to remember

that in the sixth world nothing is truly random full of memorable characters and rich sixth world

flavor docwagon 19 is a thrilling ride with the people struggling to save lives in a sprawl with a
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million ways to make people dead strap in hold on crank up the siren and get ready for a

crazy ride along through the full chaos of the shadowrun setting

Shadowrun: A Kiss to Die For 2020-06-17

love versus duty when sartorial meets kintsugi at a jabber an illegal warehouse party he falls

hard and fast for the beautiful human girl she is everything he didn t know he wanted and

everything his family hates kintsugi is drawn to the handsome elf boy like no other but her

future has already been planned a future she intends to thwart but now there s something

worth staying around for she s torn over what to do unfortunately they both have secrets that

will not be kept and powerful families that have their own goals it seems like the entire world

is trying to keep them apart can sartorial and kintsugi overcome all obstacles to be together

even after their secrets are revealed
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Shadowrun: The Frame Job 2019-06-26

part five of the original shadowrun sixth world edition novella series five runners one job and a

whole lot of trouble after being double crossed by one of the largest megacorps in the sixth

world the shadowrunner team sets their own plans in motion clear their names and deliver

payback with a vengeance while everyone else is running around in the real world the team s

resident decker zipfile takes to the matrix to find out all she can about who set them up and

who that johnson was working for if she can get those answers they ll be one step closer

getting their sweet revenge but the infinite pixels of the matrix only lead to more questions at

first until the resourceful dwarf approaches their problem from a new angle that nearly gets

her and another team member killed before their run is over zipfile uncovers even more

danger in the neon sprawl of the matrix and those bits and bytes of data could prove more
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deadly than anything in the meat world

Shadowrun: The Frame Job: Part 3: Rude 2019-05-28

part three of the original shadowrun sixth world edition novella series five runners one job and

a whole lot of trouble after being double crossed by one of the largest megacorps in the sixth

world the shadowrunner team sets their own plans in motion clear their names and deliver

payback with a vengeance rude didn t have much planned after the telestrian run sleep in and

wait for his share of the payday but when zipfile calls asking him to run stealthy back up on

yu s meet with the johnson for payment the troll heads to the warehouse district to keep an

eye on things and finds a lot more than he bargained for now after fighting his way through

the high level ambush that nearly killed yu rude hits the streets looking for information on who

tried to kill them and who hired them to do it but in seattle it s always good to remember that
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the streets can hit back and often do

Shadowrun: The Frame Job 2019-06-12

part four of the original shadowrun sixth world edition novella series five runners one job and

a whole lot of trouble after being double crossed by one of the largest megacorps in the sixth

world the shadowrunner team sets their own plans in motion clear their names and deliver

payback with a vengeance before they can put their plans into action frostburn needs to check

on her family to make sure they haven t been targeted by the megacorp for payback but her

complicated relationship with the rest of her family is strained even further when a relative

falls under the sway of a charismatic activist who has dark designs on frostburn and her

family and will go to any lengths to get what he wants including sacrificing idealistic kids to a

doomed run against a corporation before the night is over frostburn will have to draw on every
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bit of magic and street smarts she has to both save her relative and survive

Shadowrun: For a Few Nuyen More 2021-06-21

dark clouds of war are gathering among the various criminal factions of seattle and ratatosk 8

ball mute and the rest of their shadowrunning team and allies are caught in the middle almost

before they know what s even going on a powerful highly modified assassin duo is killing

bosses and setting the various factions against each other and the team is called on by both

knight errant and one of the mafia groups to find a way to stop the bloodshed before the

streets truly run red but while locating these assassins is one thing stopping them is

something else entirely the duo has been modified to within an inch of their lives swimming in

enough magic and cyberware to make them nearly indestructible ratatosk and his crew will

have to use every bit of cunning and street smarts they know to take these seemingly
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unstoppable killers down before the killers get to them

Shadowrun Legends: Changeling 2020-09-11

out on the streets by 2053 the return of magic to the world has filled the streets of chicago

with beings and creatures from mythology for those in the politically dominant mega

corporations the underworld and everywhere in between it is a time of chaos and wonder and

incredible opportunities ripe for the taking for fifteen year old peter clarris transformed by his

awakened genes from a human into a troll the forces of magic are a curse to be broken with

science torn from the comfortable biotech fast track of his childhood he becomes a pariah

shunned by friends and strangers alike now living among the outcasts the underclass of orks

and trolls the criminal societies of gangsters and shadowrunners he grows up pursuing the

elusive means of controlling his own genes and ultimately his own destiny but the windy city s
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shadows are dark and deep and when peter comes across a real chance to fulfill his dream of

reversing the change that was forced upon him it may cost more than he s willing to pay

before he s through it may cost him his life

BattleTech: Shrapnel, Issue #5 2021-06-15

continuing the fight shrapnel the official battletech magazine charges toward victory on the war

ravaged battlemech dominated battlefields of 31st century in these tales a republic of the

sphere operative undertakes a personal quest to track down a missing family member a small

untested mercenary command faces off against vicious pirate raiders an aging soldier strives

to protect an idyllic village on a forgotten world and colonel wayne waco seeks to exact his

revenge against the legendary commander of wolf s dragoons configure your target interlock

circuits and hold the line with technical readouts conspiracy theories in depth equipment and
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tactics articles a planetary digest and a glimpse into the future of the new ilclan era all from

battletech veterans and new authors michael a stackpole tom leveen lance scarinci bryan

young matt alexander craig a reed jr paul sjardijn aaron cahall michael j ciaravella johannes

heidler chris hussey daniel isberner mike miller eric salzman joel steverson

BattleTech Legends: Sword of Sedition 2021-10-15

politics of destruction newly elected exarch jonah levin is still trying to come to terms with the

responsibilities of his office with his recent discovery of treachery in the republic s senate he

can trust very few people and not even his own paladins have been immune to murderous

intrigue tensions are heating up between exarch levin and the senators determined to fight

what they call the injustice being done to the republic s government some are even agitating

for levin s censure a move that could accomplish the same thing as the recent attempted
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coup that killed legendary paladin victor steiner davion one of the republic s last hopes is the

summit of inner sphere leaders gathering on terra ostensibly a tribute to the assassinated

steiner davion it also has the potential to halt the escalating violence of the last few years and

although victor would not have wanted his death to be the cause of more political

maneuvering levin knows the great man would not begrudge the republic this one final service

to stave off all out war if only it isn t too late

BattleTech Legends: To Ride the Chimera 2022-09-17

to reforge a shattered league a mechwarrior without peer thaddeus marik has become the

figurehead for a new community of worlds attempting to resurrect the free worlds league after

the collapse of the republic of the sphere after defeating a lyran invasion on the planet of

savannah and negotiating a successful alliance with the clan protectorate coalition marik must
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now ally himself with jessica halas hughes marik if the new league is to have a chance having

marik and his forces at her side gives jessica much needed credibility and greater influence

on oriente but old hatreds die hard erupting in a war against enemies who will stop at nothing

to destroy the founding of a new league

BattleTech: Giving up the Ghost (Fortunes of War #1)

2023-12-01

a new beginning hank mallory runs the wolfhounds an elite self sufficient company of the

fabled kell hounds mercenary unit but when callandre kell gives the order for the hounds to

scatter in the wake of vicious attacks from the jade falcons mallory and his unit must

transform overnight into a brand new unit or risk being hunted down themselves naturally they
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head to the mercenary s star galatea to eradicate their previous identity and do whatever it

takes to transform into something new no matter what unusual missions that transformation

may require note this is the same novella that was distributed to the battletech mercenaries

kickstarter campaign if you received this story through the campaign you do not need to buy it

here

BattleTech: Ghost Hour 2020-06-26

cadets under fire jasper and nadine roux are cadets at the ritza mechwarrior academy the

only thing stopping a megalomaniacal draconis combine general with aspirations of claiming a

piece of space as his own starting with their home planet emporia is at war and cadets are

now frontline soldiers as tai sa takeji yoshizawa shifts tactics in a brutal effort to subjugate

their entire world it s up to the siblings and their friends to stop the madman bent on conquest
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but while jasper believes nadine is too reckless nadine believes jasper is still living in the past

as both struggle to do what they think is right the ritza academy comes under assault once

more it takes a shocking sacrifice to make them both see the true face of the enemy reunited

by the same purpose jasper agrees to nadine s audacious plan to make emporia too much

trouble for the leader of the seventh ghost regiment to conquer unfortunately for them tai sa

yoshizawa has his own secrets and nothing left to lose and even if nadine s plan works to

perfection the cunning general has one last trick up his sleeve that could bring about the end

of everything nadine and jasper hold dear

BattleTech: Escape from Jardine 2023-02-23

she found the lost planet intrepid interstellar explorer brooke stevens has seen many strange

and unique sights in her lifetime but this one may be the most incredible one of all tasked by
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the organization interstellar explorations to locate an entire world she located the previously

lost planet of jardine but will she live to tell anyone about it once there however she stumbles

upon a powerful comstar faction the word of blake that will do anything to keep jardine s

location a secret including terminating any outsiders with knowledge of their concealed base

now brooke and what s left of her team a taciturn tech and a native of jardine whose tribe was

wiped out by brutal manei domeni cyborgs must brave the hazards of the jungle planet and

journey to the heart of the word of blake s operations in hopes of finding a way off the planet

before their relentless enemies bury them on it

BattleTech: A Question of Survival 2022-07-23

a future for the taking as the last bloodnamed warrior left in the former jade falcon occupation

zone newly elected khan jiyi chistu has mechs but no mechwarriors making it impossible to
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rebuild his clan after the disaster on terra meanwhile despite being riven by the dominion wide

vote on whether to join the new star league or not star colonel emilio hall s ghost bears have

a planet full of talented sibkos ready to graduate when word of these sibkos reaches khan

chistu he hatches a bold plan to take them eager to rebuild the jade falcons but with star

colonel emilio caught up in the politics of the ghost bear vote will he even see jiyi coming or

will he lose the sibkos that represent the very future of his clan for both men and the clans

they hold dear these dilemmas become nothing less than a question of survival

BattleTech: Hunting Season 2021-08-29

knives in the dark captain general jessica marik is holding the reborn free worlds league

together by the might of her indomitable will and has managed to keep all of the interstellar

nation s foes at bay but even the strongest and most inspiring leaders have chinks in their
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armor after a personal tragedy jessica vanishes from the public eye leaving no hand on the

tiller of the fractious nation as multiple hostile neighbors drag them into open warfare beset on

all sides the league must navigate the flames of war with no direction from the top leaving

warden general nikol marik jessica s youngest child in control of the league s military forces at

a time when the nation needs her mother s leadership the most nikol steps up to the

challenge however as this is the moment she has been preparing for her entire life but forces

in the shadows seek to capitalize on the chaos and bring the free worlds league to its knees

from within the threat of coups and assassins sets the league on edge as nikol strives to

maintain the unity her mother had fought so hard to achieve even if it means putting herself in

danger but she is not alone at her right hand stands general wilburn kirkland commander of

the ducal guard jessica s personal bodyguard regiment together they must discover who the

league s true enemies are and hunt them to the ends of the inner sphere if necessary
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